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ABSTRACT: Optical direct current (DC) transformer has become a hot spot of research with its high accuracy, wide bandwidth, and
high voltage isolation characteristics, but has the technical difficulties of low signal-to-noise ratio of ODCT signal and poor temperature
stability. For this reason, the study proposes a new type of optical DC transformer integrating material science and signal processing. The
study introduces an improved terbium gallium garnet crystal sensing unit material and a signal processing algorithm with a plus-window
dual correlation detection algorithm, and constructs an optical DC transformer model. Simulation results show that the temperature
compensation method can effectively weaken the influence of temperature change on the measurement accuracy under both warming
and cooling conditions, and higher accuracy can be obtained by using the whole period window for measurement. The system applying
terbium gallium garnet crystals helps to enhance the measuring system’s output signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity. Terbium gallium
garnet crystals as a sensing material can further decrease the measuring error compared with other magneto-optical glasses. Taken
together, DC measurement system using terbium gallium garnet crystals and dual correlation detecting algorithm can control the error
to about 0.3 s. Simulation experiments verify the validity and feasibility of the research methodology, which can guide the research and
application of optical DC transformers in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development of power systems and
high-precision measurement technology, there are higher

requirements for the performance of transformer. Traditional
current transformers have limitations in DCmeasurement, such
as low accuracy and slow response time [1]. In recent years, the
development of new sensor materials has opened up the possi-
bility of improving the performance of the transformers. These
materials typically have better sensitivity, wider response fre-
quency range, and higher stability. Advances in signal pro-
cessing techniques have made it possible to extract more accu-
rate information from complex signals, which is critical to the
accuracy and reliability of current measurements [2]. Optical
DC transformers are devices that use optical methods to mea-
sure DC. Unlike conventional current transformers, optical DC
transformers offer many advantages, including high dielectric
strength, wide-band response, and strong immunity to electro-
magnetic field interference [3]. The novelty of this research lies
in the improved sensor materials and signal processing tech-
niques that enable optical DC transformers to achieve higher
measurement accuracy, especially in low frequency and DC ap-
plications. This research has four main parts. At first, there
is a literature review, which summarises the current research
results on DC measurement of transformers and other aspects.
The second part is the research methodology, including the ma-
terial improvement of the sensing unit based on Terbium Gal-
lium Garnet (TGG) crystals, the signal processing based on the
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plus-window bicorrelation detection algorithm, and the model
construction of the optical DC transformer. The third part is
the result analysis, which focuses on the simulation analysis of
the research method. The fourth part is the conclusion, which
summarises the research results and shortcomings.

2. RELATED WORKS
Due to the development of power systems and measurement
techniques, higher performance transformers are required to
meet the challenges of DC measurement. In order to eliminate
the capacitive voltage deviation in DC sub-transformers, a sub-
module capacitance equalisation method based on dual active
bridges is proposed to reduce the capacitive voltage stress. The
results show that the method is able to provide effective elim-
ination of capacitive voltage deviation and meets the different
needs of medium-voltage and high-voltage application scenar-
ios [4]. Zhuo et al. proposed a power electronic transformer-
based control method to improve the structure of the dual ac-
tive bridge module of the contributing DC transformer in or-
der to deal with the difficulty of current limitation in the DC
power grid. The results show that the method is capable of
actively controlling the current output from the transformer to
meet the requirements of renewable energy power generation
equipment [5]. Wang et al. proposed a multi-short flexible DC
distribution protection system based on transient current curva-
ture in response to the problem of the DC distribution system’s
short time for identifying the fault transient cycle. The exper-
imental results show that the method can improve the identi-
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FIGURE 1. Structure of optical current sensing system.

fication accuracy of internal high resistance faults and meet
the speed and reliability requirements of DC distribution sys-
tems [6]. In order to solve the problem of DC flowing into the
grid without current isolation, researchers designed a DC volt-
age detection method based on a two-stage DC voltage detec-
tion technique and a filtering algorithm. The research results
show that the method is able to actively control the current and
effectively extract and suppress the DC voltage [7].
For the problem of current under grid voltage such as trans-

formers, many other scholars have carried out corresponding
researches to improve the accuracy of the current measure-
ment to meet more application scenarios. In order to analyse
the three-phase five-bridge-arm transformer with DC bias un-
der grid voltage, an analytical model based on the frequency-
dependent reluctance model is proposed by researchers. Exper-
imental results show that high permeability or low reluctance
transformer core materials lead to higher excitation currents at
saturation [8]. In order to reduce the voltage and current ripple
inputs to a photovoltaic system, a boosted half-bridge DC-DC
converter was designed by connecting an auxiliary capacitor
in series to the primary coil of a 1 : 1 transformer. The re-
sults of the study show that the method is able to reduce the
input voltage and current ripples and can be applied to differ-
ent input voltages and currents [9]. Achlerkar and Panigrahi
have proposed a least error squared based evaluation method
to correct the DC signal model in order to evaluate the offset
of the DC component in the fault current signal. The research
results show that the method is able to locate the phase quanti-
ties more accurately and is significantly better than the current
DC offset estimation method [10]. Geng et al. designed a new
mechanism based on inductive excitation of high DC high tem-
perature superconducting magnets in response to the fact that
the coarse current leads of the high temperature superconduct-
ing magnets generate a large thermal load in a low-temperature
environment. The experimental results show that the research
method can satisfy the need towork in a closed low-temperature
environment, eliminating the need for an electronic power sup-
ply and bulky current leads [11].
Optical DC transformers have extremely important applica-

tion value in areas such as high voltage detection of power sys-
tems, and the research and application of optical DC transform-
ers can promote themodernisation of power systems. Providing
more accurate current data contributes to the stable operation of

the power grid and timely troubleshooting. In view of this, this
research will be conducted by using advanced sensor materials
and signal processing techniques in order to improve the ac-
curacy of current measurements, promote the modernisation of
power systems, improve the intelligence and stability of power
grids, and also potentially promote technological advances in
related fields such as new energy and smart grids.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVED OPTICAL DC
TRANSFORMER MODEL
In order to enhance the correlation performance of the opti-
cal DC transformer, the study introduces improved sensing
unit materials and signal processing algorithms, which improve
crystal sensing unit materials and signal processing algorithms
with the addition of a windowed dual correlation detection al-
gorithm, respectively, and constructs a model of the optical DC
transformer.

3.1. Material Improvement of Sensing Unit Based on TGG Crys-
tal

Optical DC transformers, as a device for measuring DC by op-
tical means, offer a variety of advantages not found in conven-
tional current transformers, such as strong immunity to electro-
magnetic field interference. These transformers usually make
use of the Faraday effect, in which a magnetic field in the path
of light propagation causes polarised light passing through the
medium to rotate at an angle proportional to the current passing
through the medium. By measuring the angle of rotation of the
polarised light, the value of the DC flowing through the con-
ductor can be derived [12]. By building a mathematical model
of each part of the optical current sensing system, the inputs
and outputs of each link can be analysed at a system level. In
an optical current sensing system, the process of performing a
DC measurement is shown in Fig. 1 [13, 14].
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the optical current sensing system

DC measurement involves four key steps. Firstly, the trans-
ducer link converts the measured DC into magnetic induction
intensity, a process that depends on the position of the cur-
rent [15]. Second, the sensing link receives the magnetic in-
duction intensity and converts it into a Faraday deflection angle
that modulates the line-polarised light. Next, in the light detec-
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tion link, the Faraday deflection angle is converted into a light
intensity signal. Finally, the photoconversion link converts the
light intensity signal into a voltage signal for subsequent signal
processing and analysis.
Magneto-optical materials, as functional materials, exhibit

magneto-optical effects in the visible and infrared light bands
and are widely used in optical devices such as optical isola-
tion and optical modulation. Such materials play a key role
in the performance of optical current transformers, especially
through their Fielder constant and temperature characteristics.
The larger the Fielder constant is, the higher the Faraday de-
flecting angle and the measuring sensitivity and Signal-to-noise
Ratio (SNR) of the transformer are. The study proposes the
use of a paramagnetic magneto-optical material, TGG crystals,
which have a high Fielder’s constant and can reduce the length
of the required material while improving SNR and the mea-
suring sensitivity, thus reducing the effect of linear birefrin-
gence [16, 17]. TGG is a paramagnetic material widely used in
magneto-optical applications, especially as a magneto-optical
crystal in high-performance far-infrared optical isolators. Al-
though TGG itself does not exhibit spontaneous magnetization
as a paramagnetic material, its magneto-optical interaction can
be excited by an external magnetic field. In the absence of an
external magnetic field, the magnetic moment of terbium (Tb)
ions in TGG is randomly arranged and does not produce macro-
scopic magnetization phenomena. However, when a magnetic
field is applied, the magnetic moment of paramagnetic terbium
ions in TGG tends to align along the direction of the magnetic
field, resulting in macroscopic magnetization of the material.
At this point, the light passing through TGG will undergo a
magneto-optical effect, known as Faraday rotation, and the po-
larization plane of the light will rotate around the direction of
the magnetic field during the process of passing through the
material [18]. The angle of Faraday rotation is directly pro-
portional to the thickness of the material passing through, the
magneto-optical constant of the material, and the applied mag-
netic field strength. Therefore, although TGG is a paramagnetic
material and does not exhibit magnetic response in the absence
of an external magnetic field, its magneto-optical interaction
can be excited by applying a magnetic field. Since the Fielder
constant of magneto-optical materials is a key indicator of their
performance, the study will analyse the TGG crystal’s Fielder
constant in detail, and its expression is shown in Equation (1).

V = Vdm + Vmix + Vpm + Vgm (1)

In Equation (1), V denotes the Fielder’s constant of TGG
crystals, and Vdm and Vmix are components that have no rela-
tionship with temperature. When there are paramagnetic ions
in TGG crystals, Vdm is negligible. Vpm represents the param-
agnetic term, which plays an important role in Fielder constant;
Vgm is derived from the magnetic dipole transition, which is
related to the temperature. Combined with the expressions of
Vmix, Vpm, and Vgm, the Fielder’s constant of TGG crystal is
shown in Equation (2) when the wavelength of incident light is
certain.

V (T ) =
G

T − Tw
+H (2)

In Equation (2), T denotes the resistance temperature, Tw

the Curie temperature of the material, H the magnetic field
strength in units of (A/m), and G the constant related to the
material. The Fielder’s constant of the TGG crystals decreases
at increasing temperatures, and this change is significant, mak-
ing the crystals susceptible to external temperature fluctuations.
Considering that optical DC transformers are often deployed in
harsh environments with large temperature variations, it is par-
ticularly important to develop an effective temperature com-
pensation mechanism to reduce the negative impact of temper-
ature variations on measurement accuracy [15]. When temper-
ature fluctuations are considered, Equation (3) is utilised to rep-
resent the output signal of this measurement system.

u0 (T ) = V (T ) I = K1 (T ) I (3)

In Equation (3), K1 (T ) denotes the responsivity of optical
coherence tomography when temperature fluctuations are con-
sidered, which is more related to the Fielder constant of the
sensing material. I denotes the average value of the current
flowing through the conductor contact surface in A; u0 is the
noise voltage [19]. The specific difference of the DC trans-
former is shown in Equation (4).

ε =
K (T ) I −K (T0) I0

K (T0) I0
(4)

In Equation (4), ε denotes the specific difference of the DC
transformer. In this study, room temperature 293K was used
as the standard temperature, so at the standard temperature, the
initial specific difference is shown in Equation (5).

ε0 =
K (T0) I −K (T0) I0

K (T0) I0
(5)

In Equation (5), ε0 denotes the initial specific difference. In
turn, the specific difference when the temperature changes can
be obtained, and the expression is shown in Equation (6).

ε = ε0 +∆ε (6)

In Equation (6), ∆ε indicates the specific difference caused
by temperature fluctuation. It is considered that the specific dif-
ference is close to 0 at the standard temperature, and the spe-
cific difference generated with temperature change is shown in
Equation (7).

∆ε =

[
K (T )

K0
− 1

]
(7)

Since temperature variations lead to measurement errors, it is
equivalent to adding a temperature-dependent interference sig-
nal to the measured DC signal. Therefore, temperature com-
pensation is performed by adding a temperature compensation
link to the signal processing unit to superimpose a compensa-
tion signal with the same value as the interfering signal but with
the opposite sign to counteract the interference, whose specific
expression can be seen in Equation (8).

u (T ) = u0 +∆u (T ) + uc (8)
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FIGURE 2. Process of double correlation detecting algorithm.

In Equation (8), uc is the temperature compensation signal.
Then the amount of error in responsivity drift with temperature
is shown in Equation (9).

∆K (T ) = K0∆ε (9)

In turn, the temperature compensation signal can be obtained,
and the expression is shown in Equation (10).

uc = −∆u (T ) = −K0I∆ε (10)

This completes the temperature compensation.

3.2. Signal Processing Based on PlusWindow Bicorrelation De-
tection Algorithm

In order to cope with the challenge of low SNR of the out-
put signal, the use of TGG crystals with higher Fielder’s con-
stant as the sensing material will achieve better results. How-
ever, only enhancing the Faraday deflecting angle cannot com-
pletely solve the problems of low SNR and overlapping signal-
to-noise bands. Therefore, based on the weak signal detec-
tion technique, a dual correlation detection algorithm is pro-
posed. The algorithm first separates the signal-to-noise band,
then eliminates the low-frequency noise through the filter, and
removes the white noise using the algorithm, thus enhancing
SNR and improving the performance of the transformer. For
the measurement of transient signals, a dual correlation detec-
tion method with a window is developed.
Optical DC sensors based on the Faraday magneto-optical

effect encounter difficulties in signal detection, where the sig-
nal amplitude is weak, close to the noise amplitude and over-
lapping in frequency bands, resulting in a very low SNR [20].
Although TGG crystals with high Fielder’s constant are used,
SNR still exists. For this reason, a dual correlation detection
method combining multiple autocorrelation and lock-in ampli-
fication techniques is used to effectively separate the weak sig-
nal from the noise and solve the challenges of low SNR and
band overlap. The process of the dual correlation detection al-
gorithm is shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the correlation detection method utilises autocorre-
lation function and cross-correlation function, where the peri-
odic signals x (t) and y (t) with the same frequency, their auto-
correlating and cross-correlating functions are shown in Equa-
tion (11).

Rxx (τ) = E [x (t− τ)x (t)]

= lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

x (t− τ)x (t) dt

Rxy (τ) = E [x (t− τ) y (t)]

= lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

x (t− τ) y (t) dt

(11)

In Equation (11), T denotes the period of the cyclic signals
x (t) and y (t), and τ is the delay of the signal. In order to
separate the signal from the low-frequency noise, DC signal is
first converted to a high-frequency signal using a spectral mi-
gration technique, which is used as the input to the signal pro-
cessing [21]. The autocorrelation function of the white noise is
concentrated at t = 0, while it tends to zero when t tends to in-
finity and can therefore be ignored. By analysing the processed
signal, the amplitude of the original DC signal can be accu-
rately measured. Aiming at the inadequacy of the existing dou-
ble correlation detection algorithm in analysing transient sig-
nals, the study proposes an improved algorithm. Considering
the short-time nature of transient signals, a dual correlation de-
tectionmethod with added windows is developed by combining
the principles of Gabor transform and short-time Fourier trans-
form. This method divides the transient signal into multiple
time segments by analysing the signal in different time win-
dows, and the signal is regarded as stable in each segment, so
as to carry out effective bicorrelation analysis in each time seg-
ment, which improves the accuracy and reliability of the tran-
sient signal detection. Assuming that f (t) denotes the transient
signal, and the window function is expressed using the rect-
angular window function, then the expression of the window
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function is shown in Equation (12).

ga (t− b) =


1, b− a

2
≤ t < b+

a

2

0, t < b− a

2
ort ≥ a

2

(12)

In Equation (12), b and a denote the translation factor and the
width of the window function, respectively, and then the signal
after adding the window is shown in Equation (13).

fb (t) = f (t) ∗ ga (t− b) (13)

Transient signals can be effectively detected by applying the
sliding window function, adding a window to the signal, and
performing the double correlation analysis mentioned previ-
ously.

3.3. Optical DC Transformer Modelling Incorporating Improved
Sensing Unit Materials and Signal Processing
In order to study the performance of the optical DC measure-
ment system, the system model was established, and the corre-
sponding hardware circuit, optical path, and software were de-
signed. The experimental platform is divided into steady state
and transient parts for testing different types of DC and com-
paring the effects of different materials and signal processing
algorithms. Fig. 3 shows the basic framework of the optical
DC measuring system.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, the DC measurement system is di-

vided into two main parts, DC measurement and signal pro-
cessing. The DC measurement part includes a modulated light
source, a sensor unit, and a photodetector. The modulated
lighting source is used to generate a spectrally migrated high-
frequency optical signal. The sensor unit selects a TGG crystal
as a sensing material and adopts a straight-through optical path
structure, which reduces the influence of the fluctuation of the
modulated light source on the measurement accuracy through
the dual optical path design. The filtered signals are further
processed using the dual correlation detection algorithm [22].
A 90°phase shifter is used to generate the shift signals required
for the dual correlation detection, and the data acquisition card
collects the signals to be processed in the Labview software of
the host computer to finally obtain the accurate signals to be

measured. In this way, the two light intensity signals derived
from the modulated lighting source and the sensing part are
converted into voltage signals, and the centre frequency of the
band-pass filter is set to the modulation frequency. After filter-
ing, the signals that have been filtered out of the low-frequency
noise, most of the white noise, the DC component can be ob-
tained. The expression is shown in Equation (14).V

′

o1 = UoM2 (1− 2θ) sin (wt) + n
′

1 (t)

V
′

o2 = UoM2 (1 + 2θ) sin (wt) + n
′

2 (t)

(14)

In Equation (14), V ′
o1 and V ′

o2 denote the voltage outputs
from the first and second filters, respectively, and n′

1 (t) and
n′

2 (t) are the filtered noises from the first and second fil-
ters, respectively. The two signals from the filter outputs are
phase adjusted by using a 90°phase shifter, and these signals
are then fed to the computer via a data acquisition card. On the
computer, specific signal processing software performs a dou-
ble correlation detection operation, as previously described, to
measure the amplitude of the signal [23]. This allows the an-
gular offset corresponding to the measured current to be calcu-
lated, and subsequently the actual current value, with the ex-
pression shown in Equation (15).

i =
θ

NV
=

1

2NV
· V

′

o2 − V
′

o1(
V

′
o2 + V

′
o1

) (15)

In Equation (15), i denotes the DC to be measured and its
harmonics [24].

4. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE IMPROVED OP-
TICAL DC TRANSFORMER MODEL
In order to analyse the simulation effect of the improved optical
DC transformer model, the simulation effect of the improved
sensing unit material based on TGG crystals is analysed.

4.1. Simulation Analysis of Improved Sensing Unit Material
Based on TGG Crystals
The performance of TGG crystals for sensing applications is
evaluated using a Faraday optics experimental setup, which fo-
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cuses on measuring the deflection angle produced by the Fara-
day effect by means of a polarised light analyser. In general,
the commonly used sensing material for optical current trans-
formers is ZF-7, a cost-effective, antimagnetic magneto-optical
glass with a small Fielder’s constant but good temperature sta-
bility. TGG crystals are selected in standard sizes to ensure
surface quality and transparency. ZF-7 magneto-optical glass is
used as a comparison material, and samples of similar size and
excellent quality are selected. Controllable electromagnets are
sued to provide a uniform magnetic field. A laser light source
with moderate wavelength is used to ensure beam stability and
monochromaticity. The light emitted by the laser source is con-
verted into polarized light through a polarizer and then passes
through the TGG crystal or ZF-7 sample placed in the appro-
priate position. The light passing through the sample is then
passed through the analyzer and finally received by the pho-
todetector. Apply a uniform magnetic field in the sample area,
with the direction of the magnetic field parallel to the direction
of light propagation. The magnetic field intensity is adjustable
to evaluate the Faraday rotation effect of materials under differ-
ent magnetic field intensities. Accurately measure the rotation
angle of polarized light passing through the sample after pass-
ing through the analyzer using a rotary table. Test the system
without applying a magnetic field to ensure the accuracy of the
measurement systemwhen there is no rotation angle. Gradually
increase the magnetic field intensity and record the Faraday ro-

tation angles generated by TGG and ZF-7 samples under differ-
ent magnetic field intensities. Accurately record the magnetic
field intensity corresponding to the rotation angle to prepare
data for subsequent analysis. To ensure the accuracy and sta-
bility of the data, multiple measurements were taken on TGG
and ZF-7 samples under the same conditions, and the results
were recorded. In the experiment, the advantages of TGG were
verified by comparing the performances of TGG crystals with
those of ZF-7 glass, and the Faraday deflection angles produced
by them were first measured, and the results of the experiment
are shown in Fig. 4.
As can be seen from the data in Fig. 4, the sensing unit ex-

hibits high linearity in the measurements, whether using TGG
crystals or ZF-7 magneto-optical glass. However, the sensor
using the TGG crystal significantly improves this Faraday de-
flecting angle contrast to the ZF-7 glass, which helps to increase
SNR. In addition, based on the fitted characteristic curve’s
slope, the TGG crystal enhances the measurement sensitivity
of the sensor obviously. Next, the output response of the TGG
crystal was measured at different temperatures when the cur-
rent was varied from 100A to 800A. The results are displayed
in Fig. 5.
According to Fig. 5, the slope of the output characteristic

curve of the TGG crystal decreases as the temperature rises,
which indicates that its Fielder’s constant also decreases. In
order to explore the effect of temperature change on the spe-
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cific difference and the feasibility of the temperature compen-
sation strategy, the study set 600A as the test current, used the
measurement data at 293K as the reference point, and the tem-
perature varied between 273K and 333K. It was assumed that
the specific difference was triggered by the temperature exclu-
sively by both warming up and cooling down pathways. The
evolution of the specific difference with temperature is shown
in Fig. 6.
The variation of the specific difference during warming and

cooling demonstrated in Fig. 6 shows a high degree of con-
sistency, and its trend coincides with that of the variation of
the Fielder’s constant of TGG crystals with temperature. This
confirms that the temperature instability of the measurement
system is mainly caused by the temperature sensitivity of the
TGG crystal. Temperature fluctuations cause significant distur-
bances to accurate measurements, and thus temperature com-
pensation needs to be implemented to counteract this effect.
The results of the adjusted measurement ratio difference after
applying the proposed temperature compensation strategy are
shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 7, the results show that the adopted temperature com-

pensation method effectively attenuates the effect of tempera-
ture variation on the measurement accuracy in both warming
and cooling cases.

4.2. Simulation Analysis Based on Add-Window Bicorrelation
Detection Algorithm

PSCAD simulation software is used to create models of high-
voltage direct current transmission systems and perform tran-
sient algorithm simulations. Build a high-voltage direct cur-
rent transmission system model in PSCAD, including neces-
sary components such as transmission lines, loads, and con-
trol systems. Window functions include integral period win-
dow functions and non integral period window functions, used
for transient signal processing. Set PSCAD simulation param-
eters, such as simulation time (at least two seconds), as well as
the type and frequency of data to be recorded. The results are
shown in Fig. 8.
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the implemented bicorrelation

detection algorithm does not perform well in noise reduction if
the rectangular window is set too short. Increasing the length of
the window significantly improves the noise reduction. How-
ever, when the window is too large, the detection error for the
mutation point rises, which indicates that too long a window
length degrades the measurement performance of transient sig-
nals. In the field of signal processing, the selection of window
length L is a trade-off between noise reduction performance
and time resolution. The window length is crucial for achiev-
ing the performance of dual correlation detection algorithms in
noise cancellation and mutation point detection. A longer win-
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dow length helps improve the noise reduction effect, as it in-
creases the smoothness of the signal and reduces the impact of
random noise by averaging more data points. A longer window
length also helps to improve the detection accuracy of transient
events, such as sudden changes in current. A shorter window
allows the algorithm to respond faster to changes in the signal,
thereby improving temporal resolution. If the window length is
reduced to its limit, although the time resolution is improved,
the impact of noise will increase, which will lead to a decrease
in signal quality, especially in noisy environments. Choosing a
window of moderate length is to find a balance between reduc-
ing noise and improving detection accuracy. The adjustment
of window length significantly affects the overall performance
of the algorithm, including its noise reduction ability and accu-
racy in detecting mutation points. Ideally, the window length
should be finely adjusted according to the specific application
requirements and signal properties to achieve the best perfor-
mance balance. Therefore, the window length has not been re-
duced to the limit, but the optimal choice has been made based

on algorithm performance and application requirements. In re-
lay protection and other applications using transient signals, the
focus is usually on the accurate measurement of current muta-
tions during fault occurrence. Therefore, the measurement er-
rors at the point of mutation corresponding to different window
lengths are shown in Fig. 9.
It can be seen through Fig. 9 that when the window lengths

are similar, the measurement error caused by the non-integer
period window exceeds the error caused by the integer pe-
riod window, which indicates that higher accuracy can be ob-
tained by using the integer period window for the measurement.
Therefore, a window length of 100 samples was chosen for the
study, and by comparing the mutation points of the current sig-
nals before and after denoising, it was found that due to the de-
lay of the algorithm itself, the mutation points of the denoised
signals had a time error about 1ms compared to the ideal signal.
As far as the amplitude error is concerned, the measurement er-
ror of the current spike point is about 0.2. The simulation re-
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sults show that this delay and amplitude error is acceptable and
meets the requirement of transient measurement.

4.3. Optical DC Transformer Model Performance Analysis

On the experimental platform of the constructed DC measure-
ment system, the steady state experiments test the current de-
rived from the relay protection test equipment, ranging from 0
to 4A. Firstly, a comparative analysis of the materials is carried
out to compare the performance of the ZF-7 magneto-optical
glass commonly used in engineering with the TGG magneto-
optical crystal recommended by the research as the sensor ma-
terial, under the premise of using the same signal processing
method — dual correlation detection algorithm. The perfor-
mance of the sensor material is compared with that of the TGG
magneto-optical crystal recommended in the study. The fitted
curves of the measurement data generated by the two materials
as the test current was varied from 0 to 4A are shown in Fig. 10.
As can be seen from the analysis of Fig. 10, the characteristic

curves obtained from the practically constructed measurement
system are consistent with the results obtained from the pre-
viously studied Faraday effect experiment, verifying the sim-
ilarity of the slopes of the two materials. The Faraday effect
describes the influence of a material on the polarization state of
light in a magnetic field, where the angular rotation of the ma-
terial is proportional to the light passing through the material,
the specific magneto-optical constant of the material, and the
applied magnetic field strength. When using materials such as

TGG crystals as sensing elements in measurement systems, the
performance analysis of the system usually focuses on two key
parameters: slope and amplitude of voltage output. The slope
is directly related to the Verdet constant of a material, which is a
physical quantity that describes the material’s magneto-optical
response ability. The larger the Verdet constant is, the greater
the polarization rotation angle is generated by the material for
the same strength magnetic field, resulting in a higher slope.
The slope also depends on the strength of the applied magnetic
field. Within a certain range, a stronger magnetic field will gen-
erate greater polarization rotation, thereby increasing the slope.
Upon comparison, it is found that the system applying TGG
crystals exhibits better linear characteristics, with a significant
improvement in the curve slope and output voltage amplitude,
which will help to enhance the output SNR and sensitivity of
the measuring system.
Next, error experiments were conducted to compare the ef-

fectiveness of the one- and two-fold correlation detection algo-
rithms in reducing measurement errors when using TGG crys-
tals as the sensing material. Continuing with the in-depth com-
parison, the results of comparing the error when using TGG
crystals with ZF-7 magneto-optical glass as the sensing mate-
rial under the twofold correlation detection algorithm are shown
in Fig. 11.
The design purpose of primary and secondary correlation de-

tection algorithms is to improve measurement accuracy and
reduce errors. TGG crystals may perform better than ZF-7
magneto-optical glass in terms of error reduction due to its
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higher Verdet constant and better utilization of magneto-optical
effects. This will result in lower error values on the error curve
and a trend closer to actual measurement data on the fitting
curve. In Fig. 11, the twofold correlation detection algorithm
can reduce the measuring error more effectively than the one
fold correlation detection algorithm under the same sensingma-
terial condition. Compared with ZF-7 magneto-optical glass,
TGG crystal as sensing material can further decrease the mea-
suring error. Taken together, the DC measuring system using
the TGG crystal and twofold correlation detecting algorithm
can control the error to about 0.3 s.
In the transient experiments, an inrush current generator was

used to generate an inrush current with a rise time of 30 mi-
croseconds, which was used as the transient current under test.
For benchmark comparison, Rogowski coils were used as stan-
dard current transformers in the experiments. The comparison
of the output of the optical DC measurement device without
signal processing, the optical measurement device after signal
processing, and the Rogowski coil is presented in Fig. 12.
The analysis of the results shows that the optical DC mea-

surement device, after the designed signal processing, excels
in its noise reduction capability. The waveform obtained from
optical measurement system is very close to the shape of the
waveform obtained from the Rogowski coil, showing the ef-
fectiveness of the signal processing. In addition, the error of
the amplitude of the waveform measured by the system was
controlled within 0.5%, confirming that the measurement sys-
tem successfully restored the waveform and amplitude of the
transient current and met the accuracy requirements of the ex-
periment.

5. CONCLUSION
With the continuous development of DC transmission technol-
ogy, especially high-voltage DC transmission technology, the
accuracy and stability of the current transformer is required to
be higher. The study, in order to cope with the challenge of
low SNR of the output signal, uses TGG crystals with high

Fielder’s constant. Based on the weak signal detection tech-
nique, a dichroic correlation detection method with added win-
dows is proposed. Simulation results show that the slope of
the output characteristic curve of the TGG crystal decreases
with increasing temperature, and the system applying the TGG
crystal helps to enhance the output SNR and sensitivity of the
measuring system. The twofold correlation detecting algorithm
is more effective in reducing the measurement error under the
same sensing material conditions compared with the one fold
correlation detecting algorithm. This system’s measured wave-
form amplitude error is controlled within 0.5%, which confirms
that the measurement system successfully restores the wave-
form and amplitude of the transient current and meets the ac-
curacy requirements of the experiment. Overall, the study of
optical DC transformers incorporating improved sensor materi-
als and signal processing techniques is of great significance for
enhancing the performance and reliability of power systems.
There are still shortcomings in this research, such as the lack
of incorporating a closed-loop control system, which requires
further verification of the stability of the system.
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